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http://www.tarotcardcombinations-efrael.com/https://www.facebook.com/tarotefraelIn general, I
want to tell readers that is not a book for beginners, as explained in this book will not find photos
or every arcane detail; Only combinations and meanings to understand the meaning that two or
six arcane are given together. Thereafter, your intuition, clairvoyance and tarot knowledge do the
rest, and should apply its meaning and response to her client, and not specifically what I have
written.I explain an example;The Emperor + The High Priestess:- Combination refusal
concerning the themes of love, may represent an infidel, a secret lover, the secretary unreliable.
If you represent produces stagnation due to lack of connection, there is no feeling,- About the
money, this combination makes sighted and frugal, you always have reserves, or money under
the mattress.The Priestess + The Emperor:- This binding pairs with a balance of emotions and
personality. He is strong, determined, loving, passionate, protective, and she is tender, noble,
patient, intuitive, can read its shortcomings, calm their anxieties.On the few occasions when The
Higk Priestess represents the woman as love, it would never loving couple with a King. The only
possible partner is Emperor, (accompanying the love card), because it could be even, a good or
bad friend or partner. Also, if the query is about love, and accompanies the "Queen of Wands
inverted" she is completely; the mistress. If this combination is added Empress or Queen
different from the previous one; The Emperor + Priestess + The Queen Pentacles, (e.g.) the
arcane changes its meaning and The High Priestess represents a hidden union, a secret link
between the two, symbolizes both hiding something, they are accomplices, or even sometimes,
they are united and not know it.The High Priestess is the invisible link to the rest unless they go
to the two front and rear. All this appears in the book; II - The High Priestess and the minor
arcana. It was necessary to break down the meanings that the tarot is a very complex issue. If
the accompanying Pages, then he discusses the relationship of a mother and her children of the
influence of childrenAnother example of ambiguity;The High Priestess inverted + The Fool
inverted + The Devil:- Vile and despicable woman. Abusive. Manipulative. False. Without
empathy.The High Priestess + Magician inverted + The Moon inverted + Devil inverted:- Woman
with supernatural powers. Bad witch.The minor arcana give you the kind of relationship we have
both; the meaning of; coins, cups, swords and wands, is something that can interpret the one
who knows the arcane and your order, if you do not know can not understand this book.This
book will help you develop your intuition, reviewing combinations of two, three, five, and seven
cards, seeing as how it changes their meaning is adding another sheet. Two arcana, can say
everything or nothing. Usually the result varies greatly after having read all.You learn to link
meanings and understand why change them, making sequences, almost the same sheets, or
varying one.It will be very easy to learn, and then begin to make associations arcane with more
confidence, your intuition will fly above the table recording every detail that you are telling tarot
cards.
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S Wlliams, “Excellent book. Excellent gives a in-depth meaning on major tarot with some minor
combinations included well worth the money”

Filael, “Very useful. It is what I needed and I like it a lot.Still, I would like to make a suggestion,
an initial page where you could choose the two arcana, Perhaps two columns with the names of
the major arcana and check boxes. You would check one box in the first column and another in
the second column, a GO button and it would take you to the directory pages to choose just the
two arcana or any other option.I really like your product.”

The book by Harlan Coben has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 6 people have provided feedback.
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